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The Synttt of`As'

Alan Bunvan

A.ImODUCⅡ ON
The most cursory glance at English dictionary entries for the word `as' reveals a seenl‐

ingly bewildering,and somewhatinconsistent,picture with regard to the possible grammati―

cal functions of this omnipresent,and ostensibly simple,worde Althoughル fθγttαπ―
T4/υ bs′θ/

θ%Jグ%θ
l)duly dividё

s its syntactic classiflcation of `as' into the four lnain categories of

adverb,cottunctiOn,pronoun and preposition,itlists under the heading `pronoun' only its

functions as an adnonlinal relative,rnaking no reference to its conconlitant functions as nolYl…

inal relative and relative adverbe Cθ JJグπs2)(p。 86),on the Other hand,dividing its entry three

ways into(1)cottunction(2)adverb,cottunctiOn*1(3)preposition,makes no refer…

ence whatsoever to its role as a relative,while ttθ ル ω Sttθγ′θγ Oゅπ
3)(p.123),after men_

tioning initially that `as' may be an adverb,cottunctiOn Or relative pronoun,goes on to cite

speciflc examples under only the bvo headings of(1)adverb (2)relative ααυθγb or con…

junction(my italics and boldface),thus not only suddenly and mysteriously supplanting the

heading `relative pronoun' with that of(graΠ linatically quite distinct)`relative adverb',

but even suggesting some difflculty in distinguishing bebⅣ een the word's functions as a rela―

t市e and as a cottunCtiOn!*2 There would seem,therefore,to exist a need for a clear and

comprehensive overview of the functionality of `as' in the contemporary language,and it

is in an endeavor to go some way toward addressing that need that the following overview

has been written。
3

B。 OVERⅥEW
`As' can serve a wide variety of grammaticalfunctions三

1.as a (true)subOrdinating CONJUNCⅡ ON
l。 1。 of MANNER,meaning`in the(same)way in which9,introducing adverbial

clauses functioning inな ⅣO ways:

1.1。 1.as an ADJUN∝ ,e.g.

[1]He played the role tt he had alwtts done.

N.B.This kind of `as' lends itself naturally only to predication attunctS,as in[1].Except



for rather archaic… sounding locutions with insertion of a supportive adverb such as `so',

eo g。

:2]As you performed the piece before,so should you perform it again now!

,sentence attunctS Cannot normally be formede

l。 1.2.as a DI〔ⅡUN∝ ,e.g。

_3_ He was,AS it later transpired,the boy's real fathen

N.B.This use of `as' bears a close functional afflnity to the sentential relative clause use

noted beloЦ  dffering from it only in the insertion of an explet市 e `it' as sutteCt.

1。 2.oflIME,Ineaning `when9,e.ge

14= AS Iturned the cornet l noticed an old rnan sitting by the side ofthe road。

N.Bo Both sentence and predication attunctS are possible where the rnain clause is positive.

lヽЪ ere itis negat市e,howevet a sentence attunctWill usually be strange,e.g.

[4a]PAS Iturned the cornet l didn't see the old man in his usual place.

Cfe acceplhble

14b」 WHEN Iturned the cornettl didn't see the old lnan in his usual place.

`when' introducing sentence attunCt)

and

[4c]I didn't see the old man AS I turned the corner;I saW him only AS the bus

pulled away.

(`as' intrOducing predication attunct).

1。 3。 of REASON,meaning `because'(dittunctiVe Only),eo g.

[5]As l was tired,I sat down and had a rest.

lcontent dittunct)

[6]AS you're such an expert,let's see you try to solve the problem!

SWle dittunCt)

1。 4。 of CONCESS10N,Ineaning`althOu」 h'(dittunCtiVe only),eo g.

_7_ Big AS heis,I'1l defeat him!

N.B.A correlative adverb `as' is generally optional here before the concessive clause:

_7a_ AS big as heis,I'1l defeat hirn。

Cfぅ the obligatory correlat市 e accompanying comparat市 e clauses(see l。 5.&3。 )。

1.5。 ofCOMBRSON,meaning`tO tte(same)extent to which'and moditting a

preceding adiectiVe Or adverb,e.g。

[8]She's as pretサ AS a picture.

(elliptical for…・ASα 夕′θ′%π た夕π′妙).



2.as a QUASI―PttPOSIT10Ntt CONJUNσ HON,meaning oacting/speaHng in

the role/capacity of…・',eo g.

[9]AS your friend,I would say `ight him',but AS yourla、 、■
‐ersl must ad宙 se卜

‐
ou to

do nothing。

(This type Of verbless as― clause differs from a fully―量edged prepositional phrase in that it

requires an implicit suЦect,WhiCh typically must be the same as that of the nlain clauset

while prepositional phrases,by their very nature,do not have suЦ ects.

3.as a comparatttADVEIttB,Ineaning `tO that/such an extent'9 occurring as cOr‐

reladve to the cottunctiOn `as' of l。 5。 ,eo g.

[10]He runs AS fast as you(run).

N.B。 (1)This`as' is obligatory in formal use,but sometimes ellipted informally!

おαゴS力ι ωαs夕π′妙αS αタグθ′ππ。

(2)In negative comparatives,esp.in AmE, `so' Often replaces `as' as adverbial correla‐

tive:

[11]He's nOt SO clever as you are.

4.as a lRE      ,functioning in ttO ways:

4。 1.as a relative PRONOUN,角 inctioning in加 70 ways:

4.1。 1.as an ADNOMINAL relative pronoun (1. eo one introducing an adnonlinal

relative clause),equivalent to `who,which,' or `that9,with a ttofold function三

4。 1。 1。 1.as a GENERAL (i.eo non― sentential:see below)adnOminal relative proロ

noun,normally resdcted to occurrence with antecedents consisting in nOun

phrases containing `same' or `such9 either as nonlinal head or as an attunct

to the head,eo g.

[12]Handicapped people areiustthe the same AS other people.

[13]Such things AS these are difflcult to understand。

(See also,howevet[31],in which`such'stands as modiier to a noun serving merely to

realize a phrase moditting the antecedent head.)

N.B。 (1)`As'differs markedly from other relative pronouns in that itlends itself readily to

the formation of verbless clauses(cfe the quasi― prepositional`as'of 2.).Nonetheless,the

formatioh offull clauses is quite possible,with the ellipted verb(normally a form ofthe verb

`to be')being invariably recoverable.Thus [12]is an ellipsis of

ク2α」肋 πググε″夕ιグタθ″Jθ απルS″ 物θ Sαπι as other people are.

and [13]of

[13a]Such things αs ttθsθ απ are difflcult to understand.

(2)With antecedents consisting of `same' acung attect市 ally on a head noun, `that' can

replace `as',ee g。

[14]I have exactly the same worries THAT you have.

,which could substitute for



_1半 二_ I have exactly the same worries AS you havee

II・ ,■
‐ltr,■ 5 nlentioned above,if a verbless clause is required,only `as' may serve:

14b_ I have exactly the same worriesメ S you.

:14cI *I have exactly the same worries TW you.

3 ・As. may stand not only as complement in its clause(as in[12]and[13]),but as
SubieCt,e.g.

[15]I saw things of such beauty AS cannot be described in words.

or even as ouect,eo g.

[16]These are the same problems AS countless generations have experienced

beforee

(4)The use Of `as' as a general relative pronoun with other kinds of antecedent tends to

be restricted to dialectal use,eo go Northern British

[17]There are some people AS would do better to mind their own business!

Cfo standard

[17a]Ъ ere are some people WHO/THATO…

4。 1。 1。 2.as a SENTENTIAL relative pronoun,taking an entire clause as its

antecedent,a function other宙 se served only by `which9,e.g.

[18]She cried at the funeral,AS was perfecay naturale

equivalent to

[18a]She cried at the funeral,WHICH was perfectly natural.

where the antecedent of the pronoun is not `the funeral' but the putatively nonlinalized

main clause`励θヵθ′肋α″She cried at the funeral'。

N.B.(1)Although `which'(except with regard to clause― order:see below)subsumes

entirely the functions of `as' in this respect,the bⅣ o are far frona interchangeable,since

there are fairly severe restrictions on when `as' may be used as a sentential relative.The

main requisite syntacticany is that,with `as' as subiect,the verb phrase of the relative

clause be intransitive.Therefore,although we rnay have

[19]He passed all his exams,W「 HICH greatly pleased his famiし

,we mtt not(except,perhaps,archaically or dialectally)have

[19a]*He passed all his exams,AS greatly pleased his famiし

Thus Quirk and Greenbaunl's4)。 bservation that “relative αs rnay have the function of sub―

ject in its clause,but only ifthe operator is bθ  or another copular verb"(p.1117)is not quite

accurate,since the operator rnay be a lnodal auxiliary,eo g.

[20]This is a picture ofthe Milky Nヽ、 馬 εαπ be seen from its discoid shape.

or there rnay even be none at all,with a full intransitive verb as clause― predicatot eo g.

[21]′
「

hus it turned out that the husband was the killet」へS so often λ働かっθπS in these

cases.

It is,however,interesting to note that idiomatic restrictions seena to make certain verbs,or



even speciflc tense一 forms ofthese,resistant to occurrence as predicators in sententials with

SutteCt `as9。 Considet for instance,completely acceptable _21_ with structurally dubious

[22]円he husband,AS later′鶴πψグπグ,Was the killer.

despite the fact that `transpire' is not only intransitive but even s卜Vnonymous with

`happen .

In these cases,a transformational device tends to be implemented,whereb卜 T an expletive `it'

is inserted as subiect and the sentential clause is changed into a dittunCt adverbial。 、‐ith ・as'

reverting to the role ofcottunCtiOn (see [3]above).

Interestingly,howevett this transformation cannot be applied in every such case。 _19a_。 for

instance,cannot be changed to

ル9bゴ *ルタαssθグαJJ力な傷α%s,■S夕 grια″″夕JθαSθグλたヵπグみ

except by the addition of a complementalinflnitive phrase,eo g。

ル9θ」fセ ραssθグαJJ力た
“
απs,■Sタ ダθαの 夕JθαSθグλたヵπグ″tO learn later that dav

(although this,of course,merely turns the as― clause back into a sentential relative,、 vith・ as・

now standing as obiect ofthe added inflnitive!)

Quirk and c.reenbaun14,alSO note the intriguing requirement for so― called `semantic con‐

gruency' bebⅣ een a sentential as― clause (with `as' in any role― subiect,ObieCt Or conlple‐

ment)and the main clause,meaning essentially that the as― clause should not represent the

actions/events Of the superordinate as being in any way contrary to reason or expectation。

citing acceptable

She has married again,И ″五rCH ωαs%π 2"ιθ′ιグ.

in contrast with unacceptable

She has married again,*“AS ωαs ππθゅθθ′θグ.   ′

(ibid。 )

Compare this with the semantically`congruent'as― clause of[18],where the action cry―

ing at a funeral)is viewed as norimal and unsurprising in light of the situation.

(Since this congruency will no doubt be influenced as lnuch by cultural values/social nlores

as by any strictly linguistic factors,a systematic attempt to ascertain its parameters would

unfortunately go beyond the scope ofthis article。 )

(2)Sentential as― clauses possess a mobility nOt shared by which― clauses that enables them

to be placed even before their antecedent.mus wernay have

[23]As you knoL he was a very ine general.

but not

[23a]*WHICH yOu knol吼 he was a very ine general.

(3)In certain cases,the antecedent of a sentential `as' must be construed,not as the

entirety of a clause,but silnply as its predication,likewise putatively nonlinalized.Compare,

for instance,the adverbial clause of[1],which may not be preposed without a radical,and

rather strange,change of meaning,

ルα」五s力θ力αグαJ"ι夢 あπθ,力θ夕Jηθグ励θ ηJθ。

(saying nOthing about the,%α ππθγin which he played the role,but silTlply asserting that he



、‐as in the habit of playing it,

、、7ith the predicate― focused sentential as― clause of

_Ib」 〃θノc夕″滋θηル
"グ

脇ダθα′sθ%sグ′グυれ 五S ttθ λαグαttαysグθ,7′ .

meaning that `playing the role with great sensitivity' is that which he had always done,

invertible to

■θゴAS ttθ ttαグαJヵ崎 sで力πθ,力θ夕れノθグ滋θ ttJθ ωグ励gπα′sθπsタグυグ奴

with no change of meaning.

In such cases,itrnay be no more than the presence or absence of a comma (needed for the

sentential,but normally not for the adverbial)that will readily distinguish the two types.

4.1.2.as a NC)MINtt relative pronoun,equivalent to `what,that which'9 eo g.

[24]Rice is to the Chinese AS bread is to Europeans.

4.2。 as a relative ADVERB, equivalent to `where,when, how' etc. in the sense

`in/on/aψ ′・‥which',sha五ng bOth the same restrictions on occurrence and the

same facility to fornl verbless clauses as noted above in connection with general

adnonlinal pronoun `as',e.g。

[25]I was born in the same hospital AS you(were).

Finaltt regarding the posit市 ity/negat市 ity ofthe main types of as―clause:

(1)Re.attunct市 e adverbial clauses:generally speaking,as― clauses of time mtt be posi‐

tive only so that we rnay not have

[26] *It's unfair to hit people AS they're notlooking.

Cf.acceptable

[26a]It's unfair to hit people WHEN/WHILE theylre notlooking.

Attunct市 e as― clauses of manner also do not readily lend themse市 es to the use of negated

verb forins,eo g。

[27]*He sings the song AS Sinatra didn't.

(cf.acceptable

[27a]He sings the songグ πα ωcタ グπ ωλグθ力Sinatra didn't。 )

but rnay employ positive verb― forms rnodifled by negative adverbs such as `never',c.g.

[28]He sang the song AS he had never sung it before.

(2)Re.dittunctiVe adverbial clauses:those of manner and those of reason inay be either

positive or negative,but concessives are positive only三

[29]*As dificult AS it wasn't,hejust couldn't solve the problem.

Cfe acceptable

[29a]ALTHOUGH it wasn't difflcult,・ ¨

(3)Ree comparat市e clauses(as…・as)三 these may normally be positive onL irreSpective

of the negativity/positivity of the rnain clause三

[30]*She's as clever AS he isn't.

[30a]*She isn't as clever AS he isn't.



(4)Reo general adnominal relat市e clauses:these may be either positi、 'e or negati、 マ
e,′′:sθ―

力γ αS Sθ%Sθ 夕θγZグお,hence acceptable

[31]He was a man ofsuch courage AS wouldn't have been ttraid to ight a lion.

but unacceptable (because absurd)

[32]*(!)He wasthe same man AS they had never seen before.

(5)Reo sentential clauses三 in common,as expected,with their near― relati、
‐esithe manner

dittuncts,these may be positive or negative.

(6)Re.nominal relat市 e clauses三 (generally)positive only三

[33]*A isto B AS X isn'tto Y

C.FURШ ER CONSIDERATIONS
Cleartt certain aspects of the use of`as' remain relat市 ely unexplored,most sign通 cant―

ly restrictions on the occurrence of certain verbs/verb― forms in sentential as― clausest and

the issue of semantic congruencye

lt is to be hoped that further research into these areas will be undertaken in the near

future.

F00TNOTES
*l Referringiointly to the correlative pair as・ …as.

*2 Relat市
e adverb `as' is clearly distinct from its coniunCt市 e homomorph in thatthe latter may be consid―

ered as representing an inherently lnore complex syntagmatic sequence (prepositional phrase― ― prepo―

sition+relat市 e pronoun)than the former(preposition+relat市 e pronoun).
*3 we Will be concerned here with`as'only where as it sね

nds as an independent grammatical unit within

its clause,and not,therefore,where itforms part ofindivisible compounds such as `as for' or `as of'。
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